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two-to-on-

e,

non-member- s.

decided
several of these
to refuse to call MKA members to the
telephone when calls were received for
rs

them.

Ritcheson Predicts
New World Power
In IRC Discussion

The antagonisms were furthered when
MKA moved the furniture from the
card room to the parlor.
This moving
of furniture met with the approval of
The International Relations Club has
the head of the college maintenance derecently revived itself.
The first meetpartment.
As the parlor and lounge ing was held Friday, November 5, with
were the sole responsibility of MKA,
Dr. Charles Ray Ritcheson giving a
the parlor was locked in an effort to
appraisal of the political
keep it neat and in good condition.
in Europe:
non-academ-

At this time the locking of the
parlor was approved by the Dean,
who then ordered the distribution of
parlor keys to MKA members. Upon
the request of several independents,
the Dean "ordered" the return of the
furniture to the card room. However, he promised to make arrangements for the regular cleaning of this
room. The continued locking of the
parlor was still sanctioned by the
Dean.
Shortly thereafter, the organization
invited the Independnets to a meeting
for the purpose of discussing
possible
arrangements for a joint Dance Weekend party.
The invitation was accepted
and the Independents arrived en masse.
They came, however, not to plan for a
party but to present a proposal, and an
ultimatum.
They proposed that they
(the Independents) be granted entire
parlor privileges.
This proposal was
made despite past difficulty in keeping
the parlor "neat and whole," after use

ic

situation
All the major countries of Europe,
he emphasized, have become stronger,
economically and politically, since the
war. Together they are striving to
create a union for their mutual
pro-lectio-

n.

the coming together of
However,
powers may create a third
European
world power, one neither entirely
nor even pro Russian, but one
which adopts a neutral outlook. This
outlook may be a reaction to the intense conflict in its extremes.
pro-Weste-

rn

The International Relations Club is
organization with the local
a national
chapter founded at Kenyon through the
efforts of Dr. Raymond Cahall, retired
member of the history department.

The purpose of the club, is to proof international and
mote discussion
This
domestic events among students.
aim is carried out by means of meetings
where speakers, both from the faculty
on
and from outside areas, lecture
by
It has been charged pertinent subjects.
The talks are inthat the Independents felt no responsi- formal and are followed by a question
bility for the maintenance of the MKA and answer period.
It is during this
parlor.
The Independents further pro- period that all opinions are aired.
posed that they be granted the privilege Membership is not closed, and all meet"f using the parlor for closed parties; ings arc open, so that discussion is not
a proposal
which they felt they could confined to a few persons.
get approved, despite explicite college
The only requirements for memberIn return for
rulings to the contrary.
in the IRC are a genuine interest
ship
offered
these privileges the
of the in current affairs, and a desire to take
to share
in the maintenance
part in open discussion, whether as
parlor.
non-member- s.

rs

The ultimatum stated that should
these proposals
not be approved by
MKA, the Independents would join
MKA, revise its constitution,
its officers, and change its rules.
This
ultimatum was strengthened by the insistence of the Independents that the
re-ele-

ct

an active or passive spectator.
A small
charged as
to become
are held
Lounge on
The IRC
bi-month-

ly

permanence

to the foundation laid

the energetic

English

by

majors last Spring,

On December 11, 1954 there will be an informal College Dance in the Great
through this year by the Hall of Peirce Hall. The dance is being sponsored by Dean Bailey and the
band to provide music under
There will be an
editors of the reformed and revitalized Social Committee.
the leadership of Clarence Olden. This band was previously known under the
HIKA (the students' literary, social,
will be carried

eight-piec-

here at Kenyon

magazine

is
amount
and nominal
dues for those who wish
Meetings
formal members.
in the Peirce Hall
Friday evenings.
officers are Bo Mohr, presi- -

College).

A

snappy

organizational

Concerning

meeting was held a couple of weeks ago,
and a significant

number

of those inter-

ested in such things appeared,
be organized.

It was decided

Detlef and
the Poetry
and

Al

Shavzin

sections,

Barent

ready to
that Dick

would

co-ed-

Treitel

with Ralph

Gjellsness

in

it

of

charge

Fiction,

and Phil Fox and Bob Stewart

editing

Non-fictio-

Hans

n.

by default to

fell

the Denison "Beasties":
If you D.U. men continue to dodge them,
We will most graciously manage to lodge them;
If you girls are tired of their imprecations,
Come up to Gambier and we'll cement relations.

DANTE

Frat Ban Upheld
By Supreme Court

A recent Supreme Court decision upwas held a State University of New York

Gesell

named art editor, and the post of

Editor-in-Chi-

Robert

ef

S.

ban on national fraternities and soror-

The following excerpts are taken
Washington Post and Times
the meeting in the first place.
Bob is Herald.
"The high tribunal in a per
the only returning Ietterman from last curiam decision granted a motion to
year's editorial staff, so the appointment dismiss the plea for review by Sigma

Clark,

had

who

was definitely
As most

thoughtfully arranged

a just one.

readers

non-freshme- n

know,

the misfortune of havHIKA disbanded (under
l
pressure) a few years ago; last
spring's monumental edition was the first
in years. The Collegian has no doubt
Kenyon suffered

ing

adminis-trationa-

but that Bob and his able
will firmly
the high position
HIKA had attained in the past, both on
and beyond the Hill of Gambier.
This
they cannot do, however, without contributions from the students here. Men,
here's a chance to express yourselves
coherently and artfully; HIKA is the
outlet for your talents andor inclinations. Comedy, Drama, Romance; poems,
essays, or just plain articles of note;
satires, farces, original stories, or realistic narrative, all are objects which will
claim the attention of these conscientious
critics for the next few weeks. Material
may be turned in as late as December
IS, and as early as December 2; you can
deposit your creations with any of the
staff mentioned above.
Hurry; do not
wait for your roomie to beat you out, in
this exceptional
chance to get your
emotional
attitudes publicly inscribed
Bylines will be awarded for all copy
judged
acceptable
for printing; the
aesthetic standards by which your labors
will be judged are far too ineffable to
contemplate rationally, let alone to describe in a mere journal.
With the
array of talent gathered here on our
Hilltop, there should be small trouble
in compiling
a
well worth
'
reading
the students come through
as expected.
co-work-

re-establi-

ers

sh

ities.

from

the

Tau Gamma, Delta Kappa, Inc. and
The court said no substantial

others

Federal

question

was involved.

On October 8, 1954 the trustees
of the university adopted a resolution
banning any social organization from
State University's campus or any of
the institution's units if it had any
affiliation with outside groups. The
resolution also barred social groups
if they excluded students on racial,
religious, or nationality grounds.
The resolution was challenged by the
fraternities in November, 1954, in the
District Court for the Northern District
of New York.
The court upheld the
trustees.
The brief for the trustees said
specific instances of racial or religious
discrimination had been an immediate
cause of concern.
The fraternities in
their brief asserted discrimination was
not in their constitutions and was not
inpracticed.
They said membership
cluded persons of all faiths and races
and a Negro had been elected president
of one fraternity chapter.

The fraternities and sororities affected
argued that the ban deprived them of
civil rights, encroached on ther freedom
of

assembly,

and

denied

them

equal

It was estimated
that the ban will affect approximately
21,000 students at 22 units of the uniprotection of laws.

versity.

bi-annu-

al

Teutonic Order Meets:

Santa At Kenyon

For the sixth straight year, the Chase
Society is putting on their annual
A La
Christmas party for the Knox County
German Club Children's Home. While this party is
The newly-forme- d
opened its activities with an informal under the auspices of the Chase Society,
in the Pierce Hall Loungs the coordination and planning is the
song-fes- t
Wednesday evening, November 17. work of a special committee headed by
The announced purpose of the meeting Al Halverstadt: Stan Krock, Dick Fenn,
Mr. Fox
was to stimulate an interest in German Phil Fox, and Lowell Arnold.
culture, and the gathering began with is in charge of the money. The money
an unenthusiastic rehearsal of six mel- comes directly from the student body
A small
and members of the faculty.
odious Tutonic culture tidbits.
fee of one dollar will be collected from
George Cawthorne revived the meet- each person by members of this special
ing, and the participants by opening and committee and from the Chase Society.
distributing The Beer, an ersatz Berliner
The party, which will be held on the
suddenly
atmosphere
Kindl.
The
changed to one of mirth and merriment 16th of December, will bring to Kenyon
children living at the
of German
culture, the twenty-nin- e
as each student
wildly waving his beer stein, shouted home. They will arrive at Pierce Hall
" Ja, ja, ja, ja, weisst nicht, wie gut Commons for dinner at 5:30. The meal
ich dir bin." (Yes, yes, yes, yes you is being contributed by Pierce Hall.
really don't know how good I am to Following the turkey dinner the entire
Then everybody forgot about assembly will lead in the singing of
you).
The faculty adviser is Bruce Christmas carols by the past master of
culture.
singing. Beta Theta Phi.
Haywood.

Culture

e

name of Earl Hood.

and scientific

ce

ic

non-membe-

KENYON COUNT

no one,

the attempt to give further strength and

This fall saw the passing of one of Kenyon's oldest and most traditional organizations. For more than fifty years, the Middle Kenyon
Association has provided for
men a "social and political
representation in college activities divorced from the fraternities on
Its membership has always been entirely open to any Kenyon
campus."
man who wished to join, and it has maintained a peaceful
with the fraternities.
Recently, confronted by numerous difficulties, the Middle Kenyon
Association was dissolved.
The reason for this action was an inadequate
membership and a flagging interest in an organization free from restraints of other campus groups.
According ro
rules,
entering freshmen who joined MKA proposed action met with the approval
were ineligible for fraternity rushing of (and the purported suggestion of)
the following semester.
As a result, Dean Bailey.
Since the ratio of men assumed to be
many freshmen have been discouraged
to the Independents over
from joining MKA during their first sympathetic
Also, the practice
semester.
of Middle Kenyon members was about
these changes could have
quartering transfer students in the
MKA division for their first semester been affected by the Independents.
at Kenyon has also contributed, esLater one of the Independents repecially this year, to the dissolution. vealed to an MKA officer that their inIt was a series of incidents which tentions were to change the rules, rebrought about the final action.
fund their own dues, and then withAt the beginning of this year MKA, draw from the resulting "organization."
for the first time in its history, decided
The Middle Kenyon Association reto provide for the delivery of mail to jected these proposals
as being "unthe Independents living in the MKA realistic", "contrary to the time honored
division who wished this service. Most purposes of the organization," and the
of the "old" Kenyon men in the division ultimate "as being the product of small
declined this service.
But, because of minds."
the large volume of mail, this policy
Thereupon the members of MKA
soon became impractical.
Consequently concluded that dissolution "seemed to
MKA decided to discontinue this mail be
the only step that could be taken
delivery to
In "retaliation" with
honor."
non-membe-

surprise of almost

the

6

THE

Glow In Hika

Report:

Pan-Hellen-

No.

3, 1954

Lager

On the evening of November 17,
Professor Charles R. Ritcheson delivered
a lecture in Philomathesian Hall on the
Political Philosophy of Dante. Though
primarily a poet, Dante had something
significant to say about politics,aIthough
Dr. Ritcheson cited much that was
irrational and decidedly untenable in
many of Dante's political philosophy.
He was explicit in his admiration and
evaluation of this philosophy as a poetic
vision.
Professor Salomon cleared up a
few major discrepancies
in the talk.
Somewhere along the line Justinian displaced Virgil. By this time Mr. Ritcheson was fingering his cigarettes so President Chalmers adjourned.
REALLY ADVANCED
Professor Sutcliffe recently spent a few
days in Cincinnati; while there he visited
a class preparing for Advanced Standing
in English, at Walnut Hills High School.
After sitting in on the aforementioned
class, it is reported that he remarked to
the teacher of that group that this class
was so excellent as to seem superior to
one of his freshmen English classes at
Kenyon

DRAMATICS
Try-out-

for the

s

play,

newly-selecte- d

Christopher Fry's The Lady's Not for
Burning,
will be held beginning on
Wednesday, December 1; More about
this in an issue to follow.
Meanwhile,
the Kenyon Players got
this theatre season off to an impressive
start with a skillful and pleasing presentation of Tennessee Williams' Summer and Smoke.
The production certainly merited the high praise it aroused
from all quatrers,
and the Collegian
would like to add its own congratulations to Mr. Thon, an exceptional cast,
and all others connected with the performance.
We would single out Mrs.
Tuttle, particularly, for her sensitive and
entirely
credible
portrayal of Alma
(Spanish for "soul) Winemiller. For
those who filled the Schaffer Auditorium
each night, it was certainly an evening
well-spen- t.

DEBATE
The debate team went down to Cincinnati on Saturday, November 20, and
returned on Sunday with a record of
three wins and three losses in a tournament staged there. The affirmative team
defeated Capital and Xavier, and the
negative won over Capital, too.
Stan
being
Walch distinguished himself,
selected the outstanding debater among
all the affirmative squads.

After the meal and the song-fes- t
there will be a free comedy show in
This comedy show is
Rosse Hall.
open to another group of children
too, the Kenyon faculty and student
community.
After

the

comedy

show,

the

high-

light of the Kenyon film season, the
children will return to Pierce Hall where
Santa Claus will dispense the gifts, gifts
which run from S10-S1per child. Each
one of the visitors, whose ages run from
eight to seventeen, will be proviled with
These
for the evening.
a "father"
fathers will be the members af the
Chase Society and selected juniors and
Dean Frank Bailey will be the
seniors.
5

Grand-Father-

.
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KENYON

TWO

COLLEGIAN

READERS' VIEWS: A SYMPOSIUM
(Elsewhere on these pages is a story
concerning the dissolution of the Middle
Kenyon Association.
..That story contains several allegations against nonaffiliated men living in Middle Kenyon.
To give these men a chance to answer
charges which they may feel unfair,
the Feature Editor of the Collegian addressed a letter to a representative of
the independents containg the essence
The following is
of this news story.
the reply which was received.)
Dear Henry, (Henry Steck, Feature Ed.)
First I want to express my appreciation to you and your fellow editors for
giving me the opportunity to present
the feeling of the Independents concerning the dissolving of the Middle
Kenyon Association.
I do want to make
it clear that this is my personal opinion,
although I do feel that it coincides with
the opinion of the more than twenty
Independent members of our informal
group that live in Independence Hall.
Basically, the charges set forth against
us in the news story appearing in this
issue are true. We definitely did use
the Middle Kenyon Association's invitation of talking over a joint Dance
Weekend party for the purpose of
pressing them to open up the parlor.
We did threaten to join them, and consequently would have been in control
since we are over twenty in number,
and they were but six.

legian could not fulfill the same function
of a daily newspaper, no matter how
hard it tried." True, and certainly no
one would want you to try, but, gentlemen, certainly
you can perform the
purpose of any newspaper
namely to
inform your reading public of the news
and affects it.
which interests
You
certainly cannot begin to lay claim to
have done this.
Your news has been
sparse.
We have seen no news of
fraternity doings at all, hardly any
stress on important future events, such
as Dance Week-end- ,
on which there
was not one line until that week-en- d
was upon us. We have seen no mention of many of the activities on campus,
such as WKCO, or even the Dramatic
By reading
Club.
the Collegian we
would never have found out that "Summer and Smoke" was being presented,
let alone who was in it. You excuse
yourself on this count, saying that "Our
primary concern will not be to inform,
but rather to interest and provoke." You
are, then, by your own admission, not
attempting to be a newspaper in this
sense.

Our Answer)

co-operati-

on

be decidely
of other

In one of our issues we requested
that any group aware of news pos-

sibilities for the Collegian could greatly facilitate matters by making a
point of notifying Gene Nassar and
we can't stress this too
Jim Riley
much. Such a little effort by others
would lift a large burden off our
minute staff, permitting them to use
Can you justifiably do this and still their time in selection and presentaremain a newspaper? We do not see tion.
You are not even informing
how.
You say we should be a "journal of

well-writte-

rs

d,

'

semi-weekl-

i

j

'

4

4

4

I

4

ex-spor-

ts
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1954

DAN KRAMER: ON DR. NIEBUHR
A Method For Insoluble Problems
A student of political thought cannot but be aware of the
important pari a given theorist's conception of human nature-playin
the formulation of his political philosophy as a whole.
A thinker's
views on human nature are the foundation, of the totality of his system
and thus must not be overlooked when we examine his works.
An excellent example proving the truth of this assertion may be seen in the
case of the political writings of perhaps the most famous contemporary, protestant
theologian, Dr. Rcinhold Neibuhr. We see (interwoven) in his thought the
thread of his basic assumptions concerning the nature of men. They determin
its every aspect.

Dr. Niebuhr styles himself a "Christian Realist." The term "Realist"
gives us an immediate clue as to what exactly are his views of human
nature. To a great extent, they are those of an extreme pessimist, one who
does not expect a Utopia here upon earth. The natural human instinct for
self preservation is transformed into a desire for power and glory. Man
seeks to gain security against the perils which confront him in everyday
life. "Possessing a darkly unconscious sense of his insignificance in the
total scheme of things, he seeks to compensate for his insignificance by
pretensions of pride. The conflicts between men are thus never simple
conflicts between competing survival impulses.
They are conflicts in
which each man or group seeks to guard its power and prestige against the
peril of competing expressions of power and pride."
This sounds like
Hobbes, with his war of every man against every man, each seeking greater
security against his neighbor.

But we must not forget the "Christian" in the phrase "Christian Realism."
For Niebuhr's, unlike Hobbes', is a religious conception of the depravity of human
For Niebuhr, the phrase "original sin" perhaps
nature.
expresses
man's
predicament.
Of course, like most modern theologians, he is not so naive as to
take the Garden of Eden story as scientific fact.
But this tale symbolizes, in
his mind, as nothing else could, the sad plight in which man finds himself.
In
student opinion" and we're not. We terms of his analysis of human nature given in the above paragraph, Eve's "desire
agree, we should be, and, even more, to know" symbolized man's "darkly unconscious sense of his insignificance in
we think we are.
Perhaps we're not the total scheme of things." After the apple had been eaten, man felt pride,
together on our interpretations of our shame, and a host of other emotions that he had never known before. Thus he
was led to conflict: war of every man against every man, every nation against
motto.
First of all, we don't believe that every nation.
student interest is limited to local
However, his Christian view of human nature is not at all completely exhausted

people of things which are not announced in Peirce Hall, or put into
printed minutes and posted on every
bulletin board. In short, you have not
reported
news, even in a secondary
The only sensible course for them to way. We say that no newspaper can
take was to dissolve.
I am truly sorry perform its function without being an
and you yourself school
to have seen this happen. It does, how- informative organ,
news and local school gossip.
ever, point up the fact that when an have said, and shown, that you do not These have their place
but when
organization sets its sights short, the intend to print this kind of publication. overemphasized . . . take the extent of
end of the road is near. Consequently,
What have you offered Kenyon stu- one college newspaper in Ohio whose
You say you name we'll be polite enough to omit:
they reached the end of their road on dents in place of news?
and they have articles on whether their rah
the second of November. It is better for have attempted to be provocative
an organization to dissolve, than to exist stimulate thought, through the printing rah organization
Spirit Inc. is the
of such articles as, "Faith and the formidable tile
just for the sake of existing.
is really "spiriting"
Natural Law," and "A Review of on campus; they have articles on whether
We, the Independents, deny nothing.
'Menandcr's "The Arbitration'," Now isn't it in accordance with the finest
We are proud of the fact that we now
these articles may be stimulating and
(Cont'd. Page Three)
control Indenedence Hall and that it
n
accounts, we will not argue-that- .
is functioning more smoothly
than it
But we will question their object of
did under the MKA.
Our teams are
THEY ALL LOVE US
stimulation,
or, if you will, their ap
intra-muraevents, the
l
entered in all
You have sought to Sirs:
propriateness.
halls are quiet, as the noise and noise
I .nil just about fed up with
whet our intellect, to encourage more
the type
makers are gone, and our parlor is neat
literary activity
in short, to make the of article which has been appearing in
and clean, and is always open to any
Collegian a pseudo literary magazine. To recent issues of the Collegian.
You,
and every man on the hill.
our way of thinking, the newspaper is tlie present editors of the paper, have
Thank you again, Henry, for asking not the place for such items. And we failed to realize
that this publication is
me to present our side of the story.
would like to know of any newspaper, a newspaper and not a literary magazine,
Brent Jett.
Sincerely
in any college in this land, that does use and that its primary function is to print
such articles in said profusion. We have news and not to deal in long, dull
a literary magazine, Hika.
This is where literary or political analysis.
If you
Print all or nothing!
such articles belong and what we the must have editorials they should be short
To the Editors of the Kenyon student body provided for the more and to the point and not drawn out to
Collegian:
literary amongst us. The Collegian is extreme boredom.
All your extensive
articles, in my
You were appointed last Spring to sponsored by the student body who pay
of our campus news- four dollars per man out of the activities opinion, have been impossible, with the
he
paper, with the understanding that you fee, not for a literary magazine facsimile, exception of your most recent one on
After but a newspaper of the type to which intellectualism at Kenyon, which article,
edit such, come fall.
would
Kenyon is not so I think, was only mildly improbable.
reading four issues of what you purport they are accustomed.
I'm sure that many of my fellow stuwe are of the much different from other colleges that
to be a newspaper,
dents concur with me in these beliefs,
publiwe are "above" the reading and publiopinion that, while the four-pag- e
cation you edit is in the outward form cation of a student newspaper containing and would, as I do, urge a quick (If
school activities, not immediate) change in policy.
of a newspaper, it could better be called editorials concerning
J. R.
a "poor man's Kenyon Review" or bet- as well as one long dissertation on the
half newspaper and national or Knox county political scene
ter yet, a half-breeBut, a news- every issue, containing stories on forthhalf literary magazine.
Dear Sir,
paper it is not, by any standards with coming events, and containg pictures
On Saturday night of Dance Weekof people and events concerning Kenyon, end some
which we have been acquainted.
prankster set off the fire alarm
Other colleges, in Middle Kenyon. Bad enough as
along with cartoons.
that
The purpose of a newspaper, any
even the Ivy League schools, find these action was, I think it served
y
to point
college
newspaper, be it a
items quite proper for a newspaper. out something
which, it seems to me,
paper, or a New York city daily, is to
You alone seem to find long essays on few people have realized:
the total igof the news of
its readers
inform
Freud and their literary efforts to be norance of
many, too many, persons
coming and past events of interest to
the main content of a newspaper, other concerning fire procedure.
Few people
It should aso stimits reading public.
than sports.
contro-vtrsaeven realized what the alarm sounded
l
on
ulate this public's thinking
Gentlemen, we write this with one like. After several minutes most people
A newsevents of the time.
in mind, let's have a newspaper! Aj realized that the loud buzzing was the
plea
criticise.
well
as
as
praise
should
paper
informs, that makes the fire alarm, but no one seemed to know
It should be conscious of its moral duty newspaper that
body Want to read it. Let's have what to do. Some were totally confused,
student
of
creation
the
namely
readers,
its
to
for more and some kept on partying.
I
was
attitudes most beneficial to the nation, a newspaper that uses praise
It should than a library exhibition and (with all anions, in view of this, why we do not
or in our case, the college.
Wilfor his achievements)
have lire drills here.
Fire drills are a
do this in a positive way, by construclice due respect
Lets see a paper that can standard
in public
procedure
schools
suggestions, as well as destructive cri- son Ferguson.
laxity, but and at many colleges.
Since Kenyon is
Lastly, and most importantly, criticise not only academic
ticism.
especially in a college, other portions of life on this Hill. In so fire conscious, the fact that we have
a newspaper,
of your literary rut, recog- no fire drills seems to be the most adsurd
should be, as the Collegian's motto says, short get out
purpose of a newspaper, oversight on the part of those safety
nize
the
true
one
"A Journal of Student Opinion";
fulfill it.
conscious persons.
which reflects the dominant attitudes of and
Sincerely
J.B.
the student body in its editorial comWhat is your answer
ment, not just the views of a small
Sincerely,
As close as we have, been able to
minority group who seem to be trying
1953-5come to the answer, we have uncovered
to force their views upon the majority E. Christian Schoenleb, editor
the rumor that a professor, seeing the
through the organ of a newspaper. (This, Perry Pascarella, news editor 1953-51953-5reflection of a bonfire in the windows
we feel, is exactly what you are doing.) Robert Hudec, sports editor
of Old Kenyon, thought there was a fire,
Now at the outset of this year, in Philip Currier, exchange editor 1953-5editor 1954-5and went for the alarm.
your first issue, you said that "the Col William Fox.
Co-Edito-

3,

s

Dear Mssrs. S.P.C.H. & F.,
Thank you for taking the time to
make such an objective appraisal, to the
best of your abilities, of our paper. We
received the criticism in the spirit with
which it was offered.
We feel that at
least some of the criticism is warranted.
We should inform our readers of the
news, and we haven't. The failure, however, is not one of policy, but one of
mechanics, we just haven't been successful in getting to the news. We are
trying to correct this. Nevertheless, our
limited capaciey as a small newspaper
of a small college could
augmented by the
organizations on campus.

DECEMBER

in the idea of original sin. The martyrdom of Christ on the cross symbolizes to
him another facet of human nature, one which Hobbes completely overlooked.
Intertwined with man's interest, and springing from the same source (his desire
for
is a more altruistic impulse.
"Man is the type of animal
that cannot merely live. If he lives at all he is bound to seek the realization of
his true nature; and to his true nature belongs his fulfillment in the lives of
others." 2 In other words, "When this desire for
is fully explored
it becomes apparent that it is subject to the paradox that the highest form of
is the consequence
3 Man can realize
of
himself
only in society. What makes the Christ story so profound to Dr. Niebuhr is that
it symbolizes, in its description of One who died to save all others, true
in the form of giving oneself completely to mankind.
Only when one
has realized his capacities through self giving, will he be able to transcend thermite limitations (if human nature and to know the Divine Spirit by "asking
questions about the meaning of human life." 4 Thus, we see that even though
this social symbiosis is not
men are dependent upon others for
an end in itself hut a means to greater things.
self-preservatio-

n)

self-realizatio-

self-realizati-

self-giving-

on

n

."

self-realizatio-

n

self-realizatio-

n,

Before we proceed to see how this theory of human nature has influenced his political thought, let us subject it to a brief critical analysis.
Let me emphasize that this critique is merely a personal opinion, gained
But the science of psychology has not yet developed
from introspection.
to the degree where it can give a complete account of the goings on of the
human mind. Behavioristics has done a fine job in studying the psychology
of animals, and from this has inferred many valid conclusions about man's
thinking processes. And psychiatry, having delved into the subconscious,
has helped many persons on the road to leading normal, healthy,
lives. But neither psychiatry nor psychology has as yet been able
to give anything resembling an exhaustive account of the mental and
These sciences are advancing, but their
emotional workins of humans.
practitioners have not made any claim to omniscience. Thus, even in the
year 1954, one has to learn of human nature through the rather unscientific
process of introspection, to which must of course be added the empirical
observations of human actions that one can make in the course of life
Bearing in mind these observations on Niebuhr's conception of human nature,
I can now
turn to a discussion of what, to me, is the most important question
raised by Dr. Niebuhr. He is of the opinion that a healthy democratic society
cannot be maintained without a recognition that this society is based at least
For him, freedom is justified because the
partially upon religious principles.
individual can rise above the physical limitations which hamper him and find
This in turn, implies that there
the answers to ultimately meaningful questions.
is a conscious
purpose to life, ordained by a Supreme Being. Therefore the
a God.
for democracy presupposes
justification
"Though the individual is
organically related to the community, there is a point in human freedom where
the individual transcends both his own community and the total historical process.
Modern democracy has been too Secular (emphasis mine) to understand or
That is why it tends to
measure this full height of human
oscillate between an individualism which makes the individual his own end, and
well-adjuste-

self-transcendenc-

d

e.

as the end of the individual."
which regards the community
collectivism
Moreover, the religious man will be more endowed with a spirit of true humility,
and thus be more able to live in peace with all other men.
a

Can a secular democracy, which is not based on a theory presupposing
the existance of a Supreme Being, nonetheless maintain a fair equilibrium
between liberty and authority that will give the individual an opportunity
to develop his natural capacities while at the same time securing the
welfare of the whole? I certainly hope so, for those of us who are not
as optimistic as Dr. Niebuhr about God's existence nevertheless would like
to live in a community which could solve, to some extent, this perpetual
conflict. In any case, I shall make an attempt to outline a system upon
w hich such a society can be based.
In the first place, I shall adopt to a great extent Dr. Niebuhr's attitude
toward human nature. This realizes the vitality in man, which can be realized
As Neibuhr perceives, men are deor malicious form.
in either a benevolent
By himself,
pendent on the community for the true realization of their capacities.
the individual can only go so far: witli the material and moral aid of all he can
attain much greater heights. Shakespeare would never have produced his plays it
there w as no audience to receive them, and if he could not have drawn his great
Thomas Alva Edison is not honored
insights from the observation of others.
(Cont'd. Page Three)

Book Review: H. M. S. Challenger
"Flotsam, Jetsam, and Burgess"
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My name is Alan S.
I'm Ralph T., we're editors of that
fine literary maga- Just the news, please, just the news.
Well, to tell the truth- We don't want the truth. All we
want is the news, just the news.
The purpose of a college newspaper- That's just your opinion.
By Raymond's Beard, we're just trying
to tell you- Tel! us what you want.
Don't be
literary.
Simply tell us what you want
to tell us.
Well, we think- Aha, you're thinking again! All we
want is the news. No ideas, please.
As representatives of the "poor man's
Kenyon Review"- Let's not bring God into this. What
your readers want to know, gentlemen,
is simply w hat's new.
We beg your pardon?
What's new! you know, what are we
having for chow tomorrow.
Well, Mabel
opinions again, hey. That's
the last draw.
Where is my four dollars? Where is the newspaper to which
I am accustomed?
Last year we had a
newspaper to which I am accustomed.
In high school we had a newspaper to
which I am accustomed. In short, gentlemen, get out of your rut!
But Fulton-It'- s
too late, men. I want to have no
Start creatassociations with
ing attitudes beneficial to the nation and
to our college, or you're through! Recognize the true purpose of a newspaper
and fulfill it. Get out of your rut!

mortal work.
The story, as I understood it, for the first ten pounds concerns one Richard
Cox, a member of the crew of the captain's gig (on second thought, perhaps
the boatswain) on a sounding boat on some sort of a water conservation
In such
Firstly, your hero is too insignificant a character.
project in the Atlantic.
tragedy as yours purports to be, you should have at least employed
a tempestic
Secondly, your situation is a bit fanciful, but I
high nobility, if not a king.
disregard this as poetic license. Thirdly, your point concerning (and I hasten to
quote) "the holdfast, well known to artifacers of all kinds'' does not seem
You constantly bring in such unconnected bits
relevant to the immaterial whole.
for example

and jetsam,

-

N'a.O
"

s

said-Expressin-

which

equals,

Na,S04

as everv

boy

school

knows, less than one. How absurdly silly.
a long diatribe against
In the next twenty pounds you have presented,
"
an
invertebrates as a class. It is filled with such sweeping generalities as:
entirely azoid belt does not exist'' (Zoology Vol. II, pg. 659, line 15). Just
what do you take us for, Wyville, ziphoids! Has anyone, Wyville, ever told you
I have looked into
Especially in literary criticism.
about the evils of prejudice.
vour record and find this is the first time you have made such a blatant attempt
invertebrates, and I trust it will be the last.
to shut out the poor
For our spineless friends I have a personal attachment.
I find your
next fifteen pounds nunc interesting, and, therefore,
To resume
I shall dwell on it at length.
Our hero in this has, as I understood it, taken to
In the
fishing. Here to prove your point you show a chart which is all wrong.
W ho ever heard of a chart that is bigger at the
.
.
first place it is
.
It is made up of several cuiliqucs and some specky
top than at the bottom?
Perhaps, it would appeal to a Graucalus Pollens (a mythical
things all labeled.
but it looks like old stained wall paper.
bird related to the
Please do not misunderstand me, Wyville, I think your tale a line bit of
fiction and I was schocked to find that though it had been in the library ten
years, and though the library had waited for 45 years before an edition was
I
donated by one of Kenyon's illustrious alumni, it has never been taken out.
that
consider this a shocking sign of intellectual apathy on the Kenyon campus
this hook of utmost import to every man on the Kenyon Hill, in these days of
Beware,
trial and tribulation, should be so shunned by the Kenyon faculty.
Kenyon, for such are the seeds which undermine our great institutions if we
and our eyes on the
do not keep our ears to the ground, noses to the grind-tonroad. "Behold ye masses what dirth is girded here."
To return to our text As I read on in your work I ran across a new character,
the "hippocampus villosus." This caused me to sweep your books (all 22 volumes)
I
have seen on the Kenyon
off of my bed in one mad gesture of contempt.
campus some pretty villosus hippoes and when you try to tell me they are any
and slip
I warn you, Wyville, hold-fast- s
kin to
you have hit a nerve.
bottles, I can take, and even an occasional wounding liine, but "hippocampus
under-privilege-

top-heav-

d

g

half-breed-

y

Ci-Ci-

(Q

s.

OUR ANSWER

),

(Cont'd, from Page 2)
traditions of their school to have a live
bearkitten
for a mascot (also articles
on what is a live bearkitten); besides
the-they have articles on the parking
e,

situation.

On the other hand, we feel that our
journal of student opinion should encompass for the students a wider scope
of ideas than such articles in the other
We have presented ideas
newspaper.
on the congressional and local elections,
on the freedom of the spoken word, on
natural law in philosophy, on Freud's
study of primitivism in psychology, etc
yet all of these our kind critics lump
never!
villosus, a seahorse,"
together with two literary papers and
We now enter the fifth chapter (it is the hundredth pound, fifth volume). some poems, and say we have trespassed
This following sentence, Wyville, seems to me a little risque and also lacks inordinately on the ground of our litpoetry, and thus is just filth: "If then, we know laws only in the form of erary magazine, and have deserted our
tendencies, and matter only as a contradiction, we ought to be modest in our own functions.
assertions about the order of nature." (Zoology. Vol. 5: pg. 5, lines
But, as far as we're concerned we're
Yet when you get to the South Pacific where anything goes, every single native
tresspassing on anyone's land
not
as
Since
Vol
66).
pg.
d;essed
7;
(Zoology
but
over,
girl you show is not only fully,
a journal of opinions we concerned with
it is a short story you should not employ novel license which disturbs .( priori
literature, yes; politics, certainly; psythe immaterial whole per se.
chology, of course;
. . Everything.
And,
In Physics and Chemistry you did (of all foolish things) maps of oceans-some- what
while our articles may not be profeslike The Hunting of the Snark (Louis Carroll). I suppose your editors,
sional in any scholarly sense, they are
saying "How Novel!", danced about you praising you for drawing blank maps
of student
sincere examples
sickening especially for an author of stature. certainly
1 think is nauseously
in full color.
achievement.
by
printed
were
if
I did not finish your
you
I
care
don't
short story, Wyville;
order of Queen Victoria.
Your tone has soured me on short stones in general.
Nor does the Collegian have as its
Never, shall I enter the fiction room of the Kenyon Library (where I found you) intention an overall spread of articles
again. I am proud as a scholar and a republican (do you hear that C. Coffin) of utter seriousness, nor any intention
that I did not finish it. I did not finish it because I am not a man of narrow views. of "forcing" our views on anyone.
Dean Burgess Articles
and
works
creative
worth
e,

sea-hors-

e,
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Certainly we haven't been over suc
our
m
cessful
interests.
expressing
Nevertheless
we had hopes that our
readers would support us in our moves
for ideas and opinions, w'c had hopes of
attracting added students to our staffs
iwith abilities to improve "impossible
and improbable" articles with those of
greater excellence and appeal.
:

:

i

:

IS

printing are printed. Those of "high
seriousness" ate joined with articles of
all types of wit and humor.
As for
our views alone, we were
spr.-adinrather proud of ourselves that we have
printed a number of article with tenors
and implications of which we (the editors) disagreed.

BUSINESS MANAGER

CIRCULATION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
ASST CIRCULA TION MANAGER
ASS'T ADVERTISING MANAGER
Bob Scott, Dick Meyerhardt
Hans Gesell, Al Kidd

seem to feel
can have
and ideas. No, fellas, we're
to let you have a little, too,
we do run the danger of
you whose intellects
you
into an
too whet already

Messrs. S.P.C.H.

that only
opinions

'willing
J

J

'

even if
pushing
may be

"pseudo-literaries-

"

& F.

THREE

SONNET
Men have forgotten how to laugh these days.
Their spirit has sold out to partial matter
And bound itself one item more to raise,
One more, one more, till deafened by the clatter.
Men have forgotten how to laugh; their eyes
Dont see the oneness of the world they know,
And staggering from shop to shop, they go
Always to buy, and never to despise
The wretch who shrewdly sells them what is theirs
Already, since the whole of life belongs,
Infinite birthday present, to us all.
So, as wet dogs shake off, lets shake our cares,
And go again in social mirth where songs
And heartdeep laughter make the spirit tall.

Your names, please.

o

he-wa-

Glimpses

PAGE

After reading one of the letters to
the editors Fulton was inspired to go
out and procure this interview.

In the fiction room of our library there is a set of volume! which goes under
the title of the Voyage of the H.M.S. Challenger written by C. II ". Thomson.
to hctve surpassed
De.111 Burgen, a member of the Collegian's feature n.ifj.
himself in reviewing then' tolnmes and bringing to the attention of the slulent
body this body of work which may have escaped it up to this time. It may be
noteworthy that Mr. Burgess preienls hii review in his inimitable second person
s!)!e. while criticising in accordance with the principals of the Ultra or Northern
Ohio School of criticism. Mr. Burgess:
Your latest short story. Sir C. Wyville Thomson Km., T. R. S. & C, has
somewhat worried me. Your title, I'oyage of the H.M.S. Challenger, was adult
enough, and you started off on a fairly high and salty level, but I soon found
volume
Even now and then in your twenty-twvou veering from your course.
story you seem to drop the thread of thought. Perhaps your plot is too weighty
After a week of attempts I found it's impossible to
(231 pounds, 1 ounce).
read your story; once I put the books in bed there was no room for me. However, once I managed to overcome the technical difficulties of your manuscript, I
was entranced by such adventures as the slip bottle incident.
I may note
here that your story seemed to he framed on the lines of The
Od)se. Such archaic influences went out with Charles Brockton Brown's im-

of flotsam
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On DR. NIEBUHR

because he accumulated a great deal of wealth with his inventions, but because
his electric light is an indispensible adjunct to modern life, and because his
phonograph brings the music of the masters to anyone who cares to take the
trouble to listen. The great men in history are those who have in some manner
benefited mankind in general, not merely themselves.
This is what Niebuhr's
is the consequence of self
assertion that "the highest form of
giving" means to me. A man has realized his natural capacity only when he has,
in some wray, aided persons other than himself.
It is the task of society to channel man's natural abilities into their socially
For this purpose, the government must be strong enough to
beneficial aspects.
intervene when any individual attempts to place himself above the law. It must
not be afraid, in addition, to take action whenever any individual or any group
becomes so powerful through a concentartion of wealth that he or they, through
their control of the economy, can gain control of the political authority. Furthermore, it must insure that none of its citizens are so impoverished that they will
In other words, any state, in order to
form a potential revolutionary class.
insure that the natural vitality of man does not flow destructively, must assume
for itself a positive character.
But now that we have given our reasons for the necessity of a strong
authority whenever men come together in society, we must now determine why,
basis, without a postulation of a God who sanctifies the
on a
individual, the state ought to permit its citizens to retain the various civil liberties.
However, before this question can be answered, we must inquire whether the
interests of society and the individual are to any extent consistent.
It seems to
As shown above, men
me that this question can be answered in the affirmative.
need the community to develop their natural capacities.
Now, society is no
abstract entity, hut the entire group of citizens considered in toto.
Thus when
one citizen develops himself, it is very possible that society as a whole will
benefit, particularly since we have shown that true
consists in
In these respects
creation that will aid in some manner one's fellow men.
therefore, the interests of the individual and society coincide.
It is to the best
advantage of the community to let the individual realize his abilities in a constructive manner, and the individual cannot do this without the aid of the community.
But the individual cannot express his creative powers adequately in a state
where his liberty has been taken away.
The repressive atmosphere in such
regimes is just not conducive to original thought. New, worthwhile opinions
will be suppressed, thus impeding the advance of science and the arts. Therefore,
for the good of the community, men should be permitted as much freedom as is
possible without making the government so weak that threats of revolution will
Moreover, it is important to
arise because of men's deep-rooterealize that in a free community the people will be united behind their rulers,
whereas in a totalitarian state, a discontented revolutionary class will be created.
Thus in this respect also, the liberty of the individual is beneficial for the whole.
self-realizati-

non-religio-
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self-realizati-
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Accordingly, we have based our justification for democracy on secular
grounds.
There is a unity of interests between the individual and the
community in that his natural vitality can be constructive as well as
destructive. The state must be strong, but not crush all the liberties of the
individual. Niebuhr, in all fairness to him, would have agreed with all that
I have said so far. Why then, this insistence upon religious as the ultimate
justification of a democracy?
This empirically observable commonality of
interests is just as valid, or even more valid, for the defense of the democratic principle, since it does not require the assumption of an unobservable
factor. The individual needs the community for a whole life: the community needs free individuals for the advancement of the weal of all. If
Niebuhr desires that the individual be considered as of more importance
than the community, there is no need to introduce a religious factor. Since
the community is composed of individuals, social life will not be an end
in itself, but a means for the individual to achieve some modicum of
happiness.
In conclusion, we must agree with Niebuhr's view that the solution of the
It depends upon particular circumstances
conflict is not simple.
Thus democracy,
what emphasis upon each should be placed in a given instance.
because of the fallibility of man, will never be able to come up with a completely
aJequate answ er. Accordingly it promises no Utopia, but, in Dr. Niebuhr's words,
"a method of finding proximate solutions for insoluble problems." However, that
--

liberty-authorit- y

is the best we can hope for.

rut together with us.

Dear Sirs:
I am writing to you because I remember
an announcement that the paper was
Next and last, we are amazed and coming out soon after school started,
a nu.' ;d at the notion
that our paper and I think the Collegian is the only
means by a journal of student opinion place where a fellow can be heard.
I
that we are to present only the dominant have been sitting here from June until
intellectual

views of the majority of our students.
Together with your crack about our
over glorifying of our great soccer goalie,
this is a most disgusting attitude. We
accepted the responsibility of editorship
under the impression that we were not
to be dictated to by the administration,
the athletic department, the faculty, the
student body, or anyone else. We are
most happy to leave space in the paper
for anyone expressing contrary views to
that's how Mssrs. S.P.C.H. &
ours.
F. found ther way into our print.

now (August) waiting for my yearbook to come. It has not. Last year I
sat not once, not twice, but at least five
Five dollars of my
times for pictures.
money have gone toward the yearbook;
what are the editors doing with my
money? Drinking beer?
If the staff
can't put out a decent yearbook on time
why does the student council let them
do it? Why wasn't a new staff appointed
when it became apparent that the yearbook would not meet its deadline? And
what is being done to prevent this from
This is the paper of the Kenyon stu- happening again? If nothing has been
dents.
We would like them to enjoy done why hasn't something been done
reading it, to be proud of it. But we'll about it? If there is no yearbook when
be damned if we'll be made to cater to do I get my money back?
Reproachful
them or anyone.
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Socceteers Score

On Dance Weekend
With

win over Dayton, the Kenyon Soccer team ended a season
which saw them win four, lose one, and tie two. The game with Ohio
was tossed out in protest since
University which that school won
Ohio U. used students for referees who had never seen a soccer game
before and who used a book of Games of the US to go by. That book
had no soccer rules init.
The game with Dayton was played
before a packed, screaming, Dance
Week-encrowd. At first the Dayton
team dumbfounded the Kenyon athletes because they did not speak English, but Spanish and because their
coach spoke German.
liill Ostrander, Dale Havre, a
Bill
a

--

1-1

3--

2

Dream Team

d

Announced:

Steve Fcdele soon broke
However,
the ice by scurrying down the field and
scoring the first goal. Fcdele played one
of his finest games, shining as does a
small school boy showing off to his
girl. The game did not overly strain
Ferguson as Dayton rarely got the ball
Mike Taddonio scored
near the goal.
the next goal. The game, however, was
fought with frustration for Bo Mohr,
wing, who tried endlessly to score. His
expert play rose to heroic proportions as
he tried time and time again to boot the
hall into the oversized tennis net. His
efforts were not in vain, however, for
he not only helped the team immensely
but also provided many thrills and chills
for the huge crowd of swooning girls.
Kenyon's third goal was booted in by
Charlie ' Brown" Opdyke, one of the
most outstanding players in the midwest.
and John
Opdyke, now a sophomore,
Wilkin, also a second year man, are
both rising soccer stars and will be the
of Kenyon's ofnucleus, respectively,
fense and defense.
Also returning to
the field of battle next year will be Al
Halverstadt, and Dave Katz, and Nick?
Umerez.
These three, along with Wilkin and Opdyke, plus the hardy
of hardy and eager freshmen, too
numerous here to mention, are said to
be the cause of stomach ulcers on the
Ohio
part of the Ohio State coach.
State's football team has done somewhat well but that soccer team has yet
This year though
to get past Kenyon.
outplayed, OSU tied Kenyon.
freshman
flash from
Tom Teruya,
pass from
l.anikal, took a bullet-lik- e
Don Peppers, Cincinnati's Number One
soccer player, via Bob Fullwood, pride
of Alpha Delta Phi, and, as the Dayton
goalie fell flat on his face, shot it in.
The biggest surprise of the game, and
the most pleasant, was the Ferguson-lik- e
Peter
tending of sophomore
goal
"Pedro" Weil, pride of Colombia and
Holland. Weil stopped four shots ins
cluding several extremely difficult
at the goal, before Dayton finally
managed to sneak a shot through. Pedro
was acclaimed by the packed stands,
filled with holiday spirits.
con-ting-

free-shot-

et

Swing as the forward offensive wall together with a backfield of Brent Jett,
Ron Greiser and Jon Detweiller
that represents the Collegian's All
Offensive Grid Machine.
In-tra-mu-

ral

Ends elusive; backfield speedy.
With pass pattern experts Bill Ostrander of Fast Wing and Bill Swing of
League Champions Lewis Hall at the
Fnd positions, there can he little defense an opposing "eleven" could offer
to an aerial bombardment. Both boys
are elusive and
gluey targets.
Leonard's Dale
the Center slot,
seems as hard

speedy and afford

huge

Supported by Middle
Havre, our nominee for

the mighty offensive line
as adamant, and equally
inpenetrable. On numerous occasions
during the season, Flavre has thwarted
opponents' efforts to crack through the
forward wall.

The backfield consists of Ron Greiser,
from Middle
speed demon
polished
Leonard, who has more than once broken
"tacklers" and
away from would-b- e
goal-war;
streaked
for
Brent Jett, the Independent's deadly-accurat- e
passer who filled the offensive
air ways with touchdown tosses; and
complimenting Greiser and Jett in the
"Dream" backfield,
Jon Detweiller,
"T" master from undefeated Lewis Hall.
Detweiller's slick ballhandling led his
top position on
team to its
the football totem pole.

COLLEGIAN

co-captai-

Well, football season has finally come
an end.
Hence it is about time to
pick the top ten teams in the nation.
In first place is Ohio State by virtue of
compiling an undefeated record, while
facing an extremely
tough schedule.
In the second spot is Oklahoma and in
third place U. C. L. A. I put Oklahoma
on top because no team came close to
defeating the Sooners this year.
In
fourth place is Notre Dame, fifth Navy,
sixth
Mississippi,
Maryland,
seventh
eighth Wisconsin, ninth Arkansas, and
tenth Army
My all American
backfield consists
of
Dawson quarterback,
Larson and
Moegle at halfback, and Ameche at fullback.
This varies with my original
prediction at the beginning of the year,
in that Dawson has replaced Guglielmo;
and Larson has replaced Bolden who
was injured most of the year.
Predictions for the Bowl games: Ohio
State over Southern California by two
touchdowns,
Navy over Mississippi by
a touchdown
or less, Georgia Tech over
Arkansas by one touchdown, and Duke
over Nebraska by two touchdowns. Also
the Detroit Lions will defeat the Cleveland Browns by one touchdown in the
Championship game in the pro loop. . .
The questions around this campus
are: should Kenyon play schools more
its size in football? Instead of Hobart
should we compete with such schools
as Haverford or small schools to our
Should a rule prohibiting freshwest?
men from participating in varsity sports
be adopted in the Ohio Conference?
We would appreciate any letters answering these questions.

to

well-earne-

Coach Skip Falkenstein is assured of
having this year a better basketball team
than he had last year. Last year's team
had a 4 and 12 record.
At the end of
last season the Lords had twelve letter-me- n
returning this year. However, at
the practice sessions only five lettermen
have been present.

14 S.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Main St.
Phone

2-20-

76

38-3-

2.

2

and never again took command.
They
came within two points of the hosts
but only
as
momentarily
Wesleyan
showed its superiority on the foul line
to capture the contest.
For the Lords, Dan Bumstead was the
big gun with 18 points, while Ron
Kendrick played a tremendous game on
These men are Ron Kendrick, Dan both offense and defense netting 14
Bumstead, Pete Keys, Frank Ginger-ich- , markers.
Frank Gingerich and Pete
and Bill Lowry. All five of these Keyes saw a lot of action, in tallying 14
men saw quite a bit of action last and 1 1 points respectively, and a few of
year and should he much better the freshmen who participated looked

through experience.

This quintet
should be aided by some of the Freshman players on the squad who are
showing a lot of promise.
Freshman Jon Detwiler, Ted Moody,

quite promising.
All in all, the game

itself

was very

disappointing, as the Lords could easily
have triumphed, but the play of Kenyon last Wednesday night indicates that
Tom Forbes, and Howie Stidger, have a year of exciting basketball is ahead.
shown quite a bit of skill in ball handBOX SCORE:
ling and shooting; and promise to give KENYON
the five returning lettermen a good fight
FG
TP
FT
for their positions.
Other freshmen who Kendrick
14
7
0
4
are on the squad are George Weida, Bumstead
7
18
Roger Smyth, Bill Swing, Joe Daily, Keyes
4
3
11
and Keith Brown.
Gene Nazarek, a 6 foot 6 inch transfer student from the Colorado School of
Mines, is working out with the squad,
but won't he eligible to play until 2nd
semester. .Na.arek will definitely be an
important addition to the team when he
is eligible to play.
Their first homegamc will be with

Lowry
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2

1

0

2

3

4
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1

0
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WESLEYAN
Stockstill
Boyle

Fenn College on December 4th.
try and give the team a little bit
support than we gave them last
With this year's team being

Ail-Americ-

1.3

1

1

an

"light-fingers- "

"

7

less-than-six-fo-

ot

Honorable Mention
Fnds: Schwarz, ML; Daly,

L.H.;

Far-

rier, M.K.
Centers: Walters, F.W.; Block, M L.
Halfbacks: Ollinger, Goldberg, F..W.
Quarterback: Forbes, L.H.
Alex Carter

deadliest shooters in the game, and his
unhlockablc.
jump shot is practically
Last year playing a minor role behind
"big" Paul, Robin still managed to make
a 21 point game average.
end on
Ron Kramer
Michigan's mighty football team is going
to perform for the Wolverines on the
court as well. Watch him.
All-Americ-

an

SHOP RUDIN'S

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

D. Ganerick

SHARP'S
CARDS
GIFTS
FLOWERS
Public Sq.
Phone

3-47-

STUDIO

Gambier St.
Phone

45

31 E.

2-10-

57

WISE JEWELRY
Quality and Honesty Foremost

LEMASTERS
for
REPP TIES
ENGLISH FOULARD

Next To Pennys

Myers Supply Co.
Compliments

Ringivalfss

COCHRAN MOTOR
SALES. INC.
DODGE

PLYMOUTH

Telephone
14

2-39-

3S

W. Ohio Ave.

The
Licking Laundry Co.

75

Sears Roebuck

and Co.
High St.
Phone

Mt. Vernon

2-8715

HOTEL CURTIS
BARBER SHOP
Appointments If Deilred
Mon Tuei., Wed.

Phone
Fri. and Sat. 8:00 to 6:00
3-10-

01

CHAMPAGNE
BEER AND WINE

Gambier, Ohio
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

STOP 'N' SHOP

Sandusky St.
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Phone
9 N.

120 N.

The People's Bank

116

Weit High
Phone

2-3-

Strt

891

For All Good Foods

Milk Co.

&

of

Meats
Groceries
Delicacies
Beer
Wines
115 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, O.

Penney's
MEN'S STRETCHABLF.

Dry Cleaning
and
Complete Laundry Service

MOUNT VERNON

7

N. Main Si.

Phone

2-10-

81

Mount Vernon, Ohio

NYLON

DRESS SOCKS

SPORTING GOODS
$ .79 a Pair

C. M. "Chuck" Campbell

Williams Flower
Shop

77-7-

d

2-17-

CARRY OUT BEER
EASY PARKING
667 'A N. Sandusky

SHOWS PROMISE

1

Jewell Ice Cream

TIMS

KENYON TEAM

Led by Jim Hibbits' 21 points, a
hustling Ohio Wesleyan five downed
Kenyon at Wesleyan last Wednesday
night,
The Lords blew a
halftime lead early in the third quarter

Let's Hanlon
15
7
more Jennings
With their opening win over Wash3
21
year. Hibbits
9
ington U. of St. Louis (Mo.) by a
4
4
faster Martin
0
1
score of SO to 6 Iowa shows they have and smaller than last year's, they hope Young
4
2
4
as predicted to have one of the most to give the students of Kenyon a win- Davis
2
8
potential basketball teams in the country, ning basketball team.
4
3
10
Wampus
and appear to be everyone's choice for
the Big Ten title. Down in Columbus INTRA MURALS
The 19V1 intramural basketball league opened action on Wednesday, Nov. 1,
the news is not so bright. With
Paul Fbert graduated, Ohio's with a tremendous battle between the Phi Kaps and the Independents. The
Defensive First String
opening game of the season was delayed for about 45 minutes by a regrettable
The following men merit mention for chances seem quite limited to do anyBarker
finally alleviated
by
First and "shifty-eyesaccident,
basketball
seathe
this
on
courts
thing
their distinctive defensive play:
Anyhow, the battle was finally played and
gimmying the lock on the cage.
be
should
they
son.
Nevertheless,
worth
Fnds: Mignon, F.W.; Nelson M.I..
going to watch if just to watch Robin North Hanna barely scraped out a 28-- win. Rob Roberts and Larry Jay led the
Center: "Diz" Ostrander, E.W.
The Phi Kaps, Ralph Treitel and "pedro" Weil took the most shots for the
Halfbacks: Roberts, N.H.; Patton, L.H. "the Raven" Freeman in action.
guard is one of the Independents.
Quarterback: Forbes, L.H.
touch-dow-ns-

d

ns

The Alcove

1954

Wesleyan Nips
Lord Basketeers

Athletes'
Feats

most valuable player in the pro loop.
With George Mikan out of action
Easy Ed MaCauley would be our
last, who would you pick for the
at
he's
choice, except for the fact that
not strong enough to play a full game
FALL SPORTS BANQUET
under the rough and tough boards.
Kenyon ended its 19"4 football year So far this season, however, with the
FOR YOUR FAVORITE
as the letters and numerals were pre- aid of hot shot Boh Cousy, the Celtics
BRAND MERCHANDISE
sented to the squad at the Fall Banquet have been scoring over 100 points a
on Monday night, Nov. 22. The names game.
of the
elect for the next year
They are Bill Lowry,
were announced.
a flashy halfback and Bob Smith, one
of the teams most formidable linemen.
Both boys will be seniors next year.
The award of the Sportsmanship trophy
All this was
went to Fb Crawford.
peceded by a delicious steak dinner
with all the trimmings.

3,

DECEMBER

High St.
HUNTING, FISHING
13 W.

ATHLETIC GOODS

In Pastels, Deep Tones,
Hi-ton-

es

